
The power of more.

Amplify®
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The Amplify  
Upholstered Back.
In keeping with the aerodynamic design of the  
well-regarded Amplify® mesh model, the upholstered 
chair’s sleek and slender profile proves that this is  
a chair that delivers style as well as substance. 

TEXTILE: Maharam Lariat Zinc

well-regarded Amplifywell-regarded Amplify® mesh model, the upholstered  mesh model, the upholstered  mesh model, the upholstered  mesh model, the upholstered 
chair’s sleek and slender profile proves that this is chair’s sleek and slender profile proves that this is 
a chair that delivers style as well as substance. a chair that delivers style as well as substance. 

TEXTILE: SitOnIt Collection Pop Aqua TEXTILES: CF Stinson Silverado with Agion Noir
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Communicate, 
Collaborate and 
Compete.
The upholstered back model offers a choice 
of multiple frame, back support and arm 
colors: black, fog or fog with silver. Amplify® 
highback upholstered is available in thousands 
of textiles, from fabric/vinyl grade 1 to leather 
grade 5. 

TEXTILE: Green Hides Sierra Citron
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Dynamic Support.   

The upholstered highback introduces Amplify® Dynamic Lumbar,  
a patent approved integrated adjustable lumbar positioned within 
the padding for matchless comfort and maximum ergonomics.

Sleek, 
aerodynamic 
design of back, 
seat and arms.

TEXTILE: SitOnIt Collection Slide Ocean
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Powerful  
Design.
The sleek, aerodynamic design gives 
Amplify® power with the appearance of 
smart, no-nonsense efficiency and comfort. 
The supportive mesh back with adjustable 
lumbar support, three application- specific 
arm types and waterfall seat add great 
ergonomics and comfort to the equation. 
The eye-catching lumbar bands, curvaceous 
profile and soft, textured arm pads make 
this a chair that delivers style as well as 
substance.

TEXTILES: Onyx Mesh (back), Maharam Periphery Amparo (seat)
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Designed for Comfort.
The lumbar adjustment range is approximately 3 inches.  
Amplify® comes standard with an enhanced synchro mechanism;  
the swivel tilt option is perfect for conference applications.

TEXTILES: Fog Mesh (back), Momentum Intersect Cheer (seat)
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Turn it Up. 
Revitalize an office with highback  
or midback models and dial up 
affordability, comfort and style.  
Durable height-adjustable arms  
are standard, with fixed polyurethane, 
height-adjustable nylon or  
multi-adjustable (height/width)  
arms as options. 

TEXTILES: Fog Mesh (back), CF Stinson Olympus Pewter (seat)
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Intensify 
the Effort.
Optional fixed polyurethane arms  
and swivel tilt mechanism make  
Amplify® ideally suited for conference 
applications. Soft, textured arm pads 
ensure comfortable work support.

TEXTILES: Tangerine Mesh (back), CF Stinson Silverado with Agion Noir (seat)
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A High Standard.
Amplify® offers more built-in features than any other chair 
in its class, with enhanced synchro, height-adjustable 
arms and adjustable lumbar support all standard.

TEXTILES: Apple Mesh (back), Momentum Telegram Celery (seat)
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FireAquaApple OnyxNickelFogDesert Navy

Mesh Colors

Electric BlueTangerine

Personalize each chair or create work groups with 10 vibrant mesh colors.
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Contrast Stitching
Customized accents for a very affordable office chair.

Contrast stitching adds stylish detail, texture and sophistication to an office chair. 
Highly contrasting threads can be stitched onto solid fabrics for a bold statement, 
or slightly different shades of thread and fabric can be paired for a more subtle 
appearance. The look is a great way to bring more design and style into the office.

Lemon Navy Onyx White Nickel

Apple Desert Electric Blue Fire Fog

Contrast stitching available for mesh back chairs only.
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Right side: Tilt tension and seat height 
adjustment

Left side: Tilt lock and optional seat depth  
adjustment

Enhanced Synchro

Base
Base color will match frame, unless polished aluminum is ordered.

Black Fog Polished Aluminum

Arms
Arm color will match frame (arm pads are black).

Multi-Adjustable (height/width)Height AdjustableFixed Polyurethane

Black Fog

Frame 
Frame color includes base, lumbar support band and arms. Mechanisms & Controls

Highback Midback Midback Task Stool

Mesh Back Options

Swivel tilt also available.
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Right side: Tilt tension and seat height 
adjustment

Left side: Tilt lock and optional seat depth  
adjustment

Enhanced Synchro

Mechanisms & Controls

Base
Base color will match frame, unless polished aluminum is ordered.

Black Fog

Silver (For fog with silver frame only)

Polished Aluminum

Arms
Arm color will match frame (arm pads are black).

Multi-Adjustable (height/width)Height AdjustableFixed Polyurethane

Fog with SilverBlack Fog

Frame 
Black and fog frame color includes back, back support, arms and base. Fog with silver frame color 
is fog back with silver back support and base. Adjustable arm is silver. Fixed arm is fog.

Upholstered Back Options

Swivel tilt also available.

Highback Highback Task Stool
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MODEL 2722  
MIDBACK 
MESH

2723 High Back 
Mesh/
2723 LT Highback 
Mesh Large & Tall

2723 B3  
HIGHBACK UPHOLSTERED      

2722 B1 S1/2722 B1 S2
MIDBACK MESH TASK STOOL/
EXTENDED TASK STOOL

2723 B1 S1/2723 B1 S2
HIGHBACK UPHOLSTERED TASK STOOL/
EXTENDED TASK STOOL

Overall Width Armless 26 26/26 26 26 26
Overall Width with Arms 27.75-28.25 27.75-28.25 / 29 27.75-28.25 27.75-28.25 27.75-28.25
Overall Depth 24.5 27.75 24.5 24.5 24.5
Overall Height 40 43/42 42 39-46.5/43.75-53.38 40.75-48.25/45.5-55.13
Seat Width 19.25 19.25/22 19.25 19.25 19.25
Seat Depth 16-18.5 16-18.5/17.5 16-18.25 16 16
Seat Height (mechanism)

Seat Height with  
Higher Cylinder (mechanism) 

(Y) 16.75-20.25
(T) 16.88-20.50
(Y) 18.38-22.63
(T) 17.5-21.75

(Y) 16.75-20.25
(T) 16.88-20.50
(Y) 18.38-22.63
(T) 17.5-21.75
LT (Y) 17.5-21.5

(Y) 16.50-20.35
(T) 16.50-20.12
(Y) 18.00-22.50
(T) 17.5-21.87

(B) 21.5-27.5/24.5-34.5 (B) 21.5-27.5/24.5-34.5

Back Width 19.5 19.5/19.5 18.5 19.5 18.5
Back Height 20.37 23.37/22 22.0 20.37/20.37 22
Weight Armless 32 lbs. 34 lbs./44 lbs. 35 lbs. 34/35 lbs. 35.5/36 lbs.
Weight with Arms 37 lbs. 39 lbs./ 50 lbs. 40 lbs. 39.5/40 lbs. 40.5/41 lbs.
COM 1.06 yds. 1.06 yds./1.45 lbs. 1.80 yds. 1.06 yds. 1.80 yds.
COL 20 sq. ft. 20 sq. ft./ 25 sq. ft. 34 sq. ft. 20 sq. ft. 34 sq. ft.
Weight Capacity 300 lbs. 300 lbs./ 400 lbs. 300 lbs. 300 lbs. 300 lbs.

 Dimensions are in inches. 

Amplify®

The power of more.

Features
• Midback or highback task chair and midback task stool

• Aerodynamic design 

• Multiple frame, back support and arm color choices

• Adjustable lumbar support  

• 10 bleach-cleanable mesh back colors

• Contrast stitching in 10 thread colors (mesh model only)

• Enhanced synchro or swivel tilt

• Waterfall seat 

• 3 arm styles with textured arm pads

• Black, fog, silver or polished aluminum base

• Optional seat depth adjustment

• Standard 300 lb. weight capacity 

• Heavy Duty Series - 400lb. weight capacity option (mesh only)

• Lifetime warranty for single shift use or 12 years for 24/7 

• All options and 1,000s of fabrics ship in 2, 5 or 10 days 

Specifications
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